Special Committee Set Up to Help 301 Members Through Job Crisis

In recognition of the seriousness of the current economic crisis in the local GIU plant with resultant hardship and displacement of many workers, the Executive Board has set up a committee with duties designed to be of great service to those affected.

This action was with approval of the 301 shop representatives at their September 1 meeting and will be presented to the membership meeting September 15. A plan to be used in the handling of this and similar situations will be submitted with this report. SS
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Board Urges Full Attendance At Meetings to Aid Program

The Executive Board of Local 301 held last week a meeting which was unanimously attended by the committee's meeting September 15 and agreed to endorse the program. A plan was submitted with this report. SS

Two Down - One To Go

Office Workers Swinging to UE

With most of the large office workers groups in Greater Electric's office, the Monday meeting was held to assist in organizing the office workers. This is an outgrowth of the UE's drive to organize office workers. The UE has been actively organizing office workers in various industries. It is believed that the UE has a better chance to organize office workers than any other organization. The UE has been successful in organizing office workers in other industries and believes that it can organize office workers in Greater Electric.

Local 301 Man At Surrender

Local 301 Man At Surrender

The executive of the Greater Electric office workers' union has been successful in organizing office workers in Greater Electric. The union has been successful in organizing office workers in other industries and believes that it can organize office workers in Greater Electric.
Says MacArthur:

"It's not just the physical toll of our fighting men which is the measure of our war effort. It is the contributions of women and children. The Union Office, On 5-Day Week

Monopolies Plan For Unemployment

The business is to have an authorizing action of the unemployment, to act in the capacity of enabling the U.S. Court on the so-called "monopoly plan" for the treatment of unemployment. The plan involves the setting up of a system of unemployment insurance, the payment of benefits to those who are unemployed, and the establishment of a fund to finance the program. The plan is designed to provide a safety net for workers who lose their jobs due to business downturns or other economic factors. The program aims to prevent severe hardships and ensure a steady income for those affected by unemployment.